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Used independently or simultaneously, GlobalView API’s and Data Services provide a highly effective and comprehensive solution to meet
your needs.
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MarketView XML API
Our GlobalView XML API provides a powerful application programming interface (API) that creates new possibilities for accessing commodity market information and integrating it into your internal systems. Designed as an
XML web service, it uses open standards and transport protocols to exchange data and integrate applications. The
XML API allows you to retrieve real-time, intraday and historical datasets and import proprietary data and news.
MarketView .NET API
Our GlobalView .NET API allows developers to connect to retrieve market data in just a few lines of code. The .NET
API is based on LINQ so getting data from us is as easy as getting data out of a database. It supports both snapshot
and streaming data, so it should fit your needs no matter whether you want to do a batch download, track
real-time prices, or create your own GUI.
All .NET languages are supported including C#, VB .NET, Managed C++, F# , IronRuby and we support data binding
out of the box. The .NET API comes complete with example source code for a quote board and a time series
window, both done in ten lines of code. You can subscribe to quotes, time series data and news for the entire
GlobalView symbol universe.
MarketView Data Extract
Data Extract is an automated service that provides a convenient and reliable source for accessing all of
GlobalView’s data delivered in a consistent format. Select the pricing data you need, the format you need it in, and
the time you want it delivered. The application extracts the specified symbol code information from GlobalView’s
servers and delivers the data to you in a structured file via FTP. All Data Extract scheduled runs are analyzed and
monitored by GlobalView’s Data Services team. Our e-mail reporting system allows for customers to be automatically notified when the files are completed and made available.
MarketView Excel Tools
Deliver real-time, historical, and proprietary data directly into your Microsoft® Excel spreadsheets. Features include
an intuitive symbol search for quick access to market data, access to user defined formulas, chart wizard and
automatic unit and currency conversions. Excel Tools works independently from the MarketView desktop application and is easily implemented via an add-in to your Excel spreadsheet application. Data is accessed over the
Internet and is protected by a user ID and password combination.
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